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Kennedy was compelled to assume
the onerous but important duty of
breaking the devastating news to an
outdoor rally gathered in Indianapolis
to support Kennedy’s presidential
campaign. Standing and facing the
audience, the actors became the
hopeful crowd that had gathered to
hear senator Kennedy give a speech
about his own hopes for America. The
sound of Kennedy’s recorded voice
from that moment in history long
ago - consoling, compassionate, and
visionary - mesmerized.
“We named it LAUNCH PAD
in 2010,” explained Risa Brainin,
Theater/Dance Chair and Director
of this summer’s reading of April 4,
during a telephone interview with
CASA. “During the year it’s part of
our production season. We do one
play a year, we call them Premiere
Productions, which is more reﬂective
of what they are: they’re a chance for
the writer to see them in a really safe
environment, but fully produced so
that they can learn more about how
the play functions on it’s feet.”
UCSB’s Summer LAUNCH
PAD just completed its second
summer, oﬀering students a unique
opportunity to enjoy hands-on
collaboration with playwrights
and helping them hone their new
pieces that are not yet quite ready
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LAUNCH PAD — New Plays, Fresh Ideas
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A LAUNCH PAD reading event last year with Anne Torsiglieri, Chase O’Donnell,
and Tonea Lolin

for fully staged debuts. Working
together for several weeks in a
supportive academic environment,
experimentation and re-imagining is
nurtured. Students and playwrights
alike, take away profound lessons
from the collaborative experience.
This summer, three in-progress plays
were tweaked and ﬁne-tuned for
public review: Anne Torsiglieri’s The
‘A’ Train, KJ Sanchez’ Too Much Water,
and Still’s play.
LAUNCH PAD, the Fall/Winter/
Spring program that brings a major
playwright to UCSB for several
weeks to work with students and
professional colleagues to prepare and
present a new play in a fully staged
manner, was established in 2005.
Asked what she thought UCSB
Theater/Dance students gained from
what is now a year-round program
with LAUNCH PAD during the
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regular academic season and Summer
LAUNCH PAD, Brainin repeated
what she had been told by one of her
former students who had performed
in three LAUNCH PAD plays in a
row. “The ﬁrst thing she got, right out
of school, was a new play to learn,
because that’s what most young actors
are working on,” Brainin shared.
“She said everyone around her was
freaking out about getting new rewrite pages every day.” But for this
UCSB LAUNCH PAD graduate and
others, the process was normal. “It
has given students who have been
through the LAUNCH PAD program,
an easy bridge into the profession,”
Brainin declared, proudly.
Daniel Kepl has been writing music,
theatre, and dance reviews for Santa
Barbara publications since he was a
teenager. His professional expertise is as
an orchestra conductor.
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